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Plan

11:00: What are loot boxes? 🎰🎁 

11:15: Loot box regulation around the world 📜👮🌎🌍🌏 

11:45: Q&A for 15 minutes 🤔❓



What is a loot box?
Virtual items in video games that 
contain randomised rewards. 

Some loot boxes are purchased with 
money. Others are obtained for free. 

Conceptually similar to gambling. 

Loot box purchasing is positively 
correlated with problem gambling. 

Subject to public controversy and 
regulatory scrutiny. © Blizzard Entertainment
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Four types of loot boxes

Source: Nielsen and Grabarczyk (2019) https://doi.org/10.26503/todigra.v4i3.104

Cost - Value Description Example Games

Embedded-Embedded
Costs real-world money to engage and  
its reward does have real-world value.

FIFA 20XX (in breach of the 
terms of service)

Embedded-Isolated
Costs real-world money to engage but 
its reward does NOT have real-world value.

Hearthstone

Isolated-Embedded Does NOT cost real-world money to engage but  
its reward does have real-world value.

Path of Exile (in breach of the 
terms of service)

Isolated-Isolated Does NOT cost real-world money to engage and  
its reward does not have real-world value.

Yoshi’s Crafted World

https://doi.org/10.26503/todigra.v4i3.104


Not all loot boxes are alike

Source: Ballou et al. (2020) https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/xeckb

https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/xeckb


Cosmetic vs Competitive advantage

Some rewards are only cosmetic, e.g., they merely change the colour of the 
player character’s sword. 

Other rewards may influence the game more significantly, e.g.: 

unlocking additional game content not otherwise available; 

granting competitive advantages (the sword from the loot box deals more 
damage and makes beating enemies easier).



‘Paid’ loot boxes

Source: Nielsen and Grabarczyk (2019) https://doi.org/10.26503/todigra.v4i3.104

Cost - Value Description Example Games

Embedded-Embedded
Costs real-world money to engage and  
its reward does have real-world value.

FIFA 20XX (in breach of the 
terms of service)

Embedded-Isolated
Costs real-world money to engage but 
its reward does NOT have real-world value.

Hearthstone

Isolated-Embedded Does NOT cost real-world money to engage but  
its reward does have real-world value.

Path of Exile (in breach of the 
terms of service)

Isolated-Isolated Does NOT cost real-world money to engage and  
its reward does not have real-world value.

Yoshi’s Crafted World

https://doi.org/10.26503/todigra.v4i3.104


Prevalence of loot boxes

Amongst the 100 highest-grossing 
iPhone games? 

59% contained loot boxes in the 
UK 🇬🇧 in 2019. 

77% contained loot boxes in the 
UK 🇬🇧 in mid-2021. 

As did 91% in China 🇨🇳 in 
mid-2020.

© Supercell Oy



What a ‘loot box’ means?

77% contained ‘in-game purchases with random elements’ in mid-2021. 

‘Social/simulated casino games’ were included.

© Huuuge Games © KamaGames



Money involved… 💰

Allegedly… O_o 

Loot box spending was US$15 billion [€14.1 billion] in 2020. 

Loot box spending will exceed US$20 billion [€18.7 billion] by 2025. 

Do I trust those estimated numbers? meh… 🤷



Extreme individual cases reported 💸

One UK player ‘spent nearly £700 [€792] in a month’ (BBC, 2019) 

Another spent over ‘[US]$10,000 [€7,370] in just two years’ (Eurogamer, 
2018) 

Four children spent ‘nearly £550 [€623] in three weeks’ of their father’s 
money without permission and still failed to obtain the rare item they were 
hoping for (BBC, 2019).



Total spending 💵

No conclusive data as the video game industry does not release data. 

The loot boxes of one single game is known to generate over US$500,000 
[€468,800] of daily revenue in one single country (albeit China 🇨🇳) alone. 
(Source: https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/5k2sy) 

The virtual items of three popular Steam games (CS:GO; DOTA 2; PUBG) 
have been transacted 1.45 billion times between players, with an aggregated 
value of over US$1 billion [€938 million]. (Source: https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41562-020-0900-3)

https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/5k2sy
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-020-0900-3
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-020-0900-3


Children’s/young people’s engagement

In 2019, 23% of 11–16-year olds in the UK 🇬🇧 reported paying real-world 
money to buy loot boxes (UK Gambling Commission, 2019). 

HOWEVER, this figure decreased to 10% in 2022 (UK Gambling 
Commission, 2022). 

The research methodology did not change… What does this reflect? 

Super popular games removing/not implementing loot boxes?



Potential Harms of Loot Boxes

Structural similarity between loot boxes and gambling 

“If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then it 
probably is a duck.” 🦆 QUACK! 

Poor decision-making caused by demonstrable gambling-related 
psychological effects, i.e., irrational decision-making biases and fallacies 

Empirical link between problem gambling and loot box spending



Loot box spending-Problem gambling

‘The more severe that participants’ problem gambling was, the more money 
they spent on loot boxes’ (Zendle & Cairns, 2018). 

Source: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206767 

1. Problem gamblers (vulnerable consumers) spending more money? 

2. People who buy loot boxes then become problem gamblers…? 

3. Some other explanation…

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206767


Longitudinal studies: migration!

Two VERY recent studies… 

Young people who buy loot boxes are more likely to gamble six months 
later (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2023.107685) 

They are also more likely to spend more money on gambling (https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2022.107605).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2023.107685
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2022.107605
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2022.107605


Psychological distress: Mixed literature

Drummond et al.: “…loot boxes … appear to be disproportionately 
purchased by [psychologically distressed and vulnerable] people…” 
(https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-20549-1) 

Etchells et al.: “…no associations between [loot box spending] and either 
mental wellbeing or psychological distress.” (https://doi.org/10.1098/
rsos.220111) 

More research needed… Depends on how you analyse the data?

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-20549-1
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsos.220111
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsos.220111


Regulatory approaches 
📜👮

Regulate as traditional gambling 🎰 

or… 

Regulate as loot boxes 🎮 

By law 

By industry self-regulation

© Daniel Schwen, licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license.



Legal recognition as gambling?

1: Stake 2: Chance 3: Prize

Requires real-world money to 
purchase?

Randomised?
Contains rewards that can be 

exchanged for real-world money?

Three elements that are defined differently in different countries…



Legal recognition as gambling?

In Belgium, according to the Belgian Gaming Commission’s interpretation of the law, all paid loot 
boxes are recognised as gambling and are effectively banned (as no gambling licences can be 
granted to video game companies under current law). 

In the UK (and most other countries, e.g., the Nordics), only a small minority of paid loot boxes 
whose rewards can be sold to other players for real world money are recognised as gambling 
(although gambling regulators have not enforced the law!). Other loot boxes remain unregulated! 

In Austria, the position is identical to the above, but the court has recently enforced the law. 

In the Netherlands, a recent court judgment decided that loot boxes generally should not be 
examined and regulated using the gambling law framework. 

In China, loot boxes are not examined or regulated with a gambling law framework.



Divergent approaches

Source: Xiao et al. (2022) https://doi.org/10.1007/s40429-022-00424-9

Cost - Value Belgium

UK/ 
Nordic 

Countries 
(unenforced)

Austria 
(enforced)

The Netherlands China

Embedded-Embedded 🎰 🎰 🎰 NOT gambling NOT gambling

Embedded-Isolated 🎰 NOT gambling NOT gambling NOT gambling NOT gambling

https://doi.org/10.1007/s40429-022-00424-9


Legal recognition as gambling?

Requires real-world 
money to purchase?

Randomised?
Contains rewards that 
can be exchanged for 

real-world money?

Example jurisdictions 
          Is gambling                    Is NOT gambling

Yes Yes Yes
UK and Belgium 

and most other places
The Netherlands

Yes Yes No Belgium
UK and The Netherlands 
and most other places

No Yes Yes N/A Everywhere?

No Yes No N/A Everywhere?

⚠ ⚠

https://emojipedia.org/warning/
https://emojipedia.org/warning/


How to regulate?

Banning or regulating loot boxes as gambling is only one (very restrictive) 
approach. 

Doing nothing is also a very extreme approach. 

There are many other middle-ground approaches: 

China has adopted a different (less restrictive and arguably more nuanced) 
consumer protection approach inspired by gambling harm reduction measures:  

Not preventing players from buying loot boxes, but requiring companies to 
disclose the probabilities of obtaining various potential rewards.



Nuffield Public Health Ladder

Range of intervention options Explanation

Eliminate choice (Belgium 🇧🇪)
Regulate in such a way as to entirely eliminate choice, for example 
through compulsory isolation of patients with infectious diseases.

Restrict choice
Regulate in such a way as to restrict the options available to people 
with the aim of protecting them, for example removing unhealthy 
ingredients from foods, or unhealthy foods from shops or restaurants.

…?
Do nothing or simply monitor 
the current situation (UK 🇬🇧)

N/A



Nuffield Public Health Ladder 🔎

Range of intervention options What this means in a loot box context?

Guide choice through 
disincentives

Require companies to obtain an expensive licence to sell loot boxes

Guide choices through 
incentives

Make tax relief contingent on whether loot boxes are implemented

Guide choices through 
changing the default policy

Make direct purchase, and not opening loot box, the default option

Enable choice Allow players to buy ALL items without engaging with loot boxes

Provide information (China 🇨🇳) Make probability disclosures and reveal other important information



Monitor and evaluate responses

Whichever approach is adopted, compliance and effectiveness need to be 
continually evaluated. 

The adoption of an approach should NOT be treated as a solution. 

Some examples from countries that have adopted loot box regulation…



Case studies

1. Belgium’s “ban” on loot boxes 🇧🇪 

2. China’s LEGAL probability disclosure requirements 🇨🇳 

3. The UK’s industry self-regulatory probability disclosure requirements 🇬🇧 

4. The age rating organisation’s loot box presence warning labels 🇪🇺🇺🇸🌎🌍



Was Belgium’s 🇧🇪 ban successful?

Belgium “banned” all paid loot boxes, so 
the product should no longer be available 
on the market. 

Prevalence rate should be 0%. 

Some companies have reported removing 
loot boxes from their games. 

Other companies have removed their games 
that rely on loot boxes from Belgium. 

But can I still find loot boxes? 🤔

© Sameboat



Was Belgium’s 🇧🇪 ban successful?

I travelled to territorial Belgium physically, so Belgian law applied to me. ✈ 

I played the 100 highest-grossing iPhone games in Belgium… 

I found 82%(!!!) contained paid loot boxes. 

Higher than the 77% in the UK in 2021…



Screenshots



Was Belgium’s 🇧🇪 ban successful?

We cannot know how many games were removed from the Belgian Apple App 
Store. 

Unable to find and could not download certain games that Nintendo said it 
removed (e.g., Fire Emblem: Heroes and Mario Kart Tour). 

Reputable companies generally did comply… 

But most of the App Stores are Chinese and other ‘foreign’ companies. 

Interestingly, two games were still available for download (and highest-grossing) but 
took technical measures to prevent purchase from Belgium…



Preventing purchase 1 (explicit!)



Wait… This doesn’t make sense… 

How can the game be top grossing  
if the game literally can’t sell anything? 

🤔



Preventing purchase 2 (not explicit…)

<- Before

After-> 
(with VPN)



Diablo Immortal in Belgium 🇧🇪

Reportedly did not release in Belgium. There is not such thing as ‘loot box law’! 

Indeed, the game cannot be found on the Belgian Apple App Store.



Diablo Immortal in Belgium 🇧🇪

🔍



Summary of Belgium’s 🇧🇪 ‘ban’

Most games (82%) were still selling loot boxes and were likely relying on 
them to monetise, despite the ‘ban’ by the Belgian Gaming Commission. 

2 out of 84 possible games took technical measures to prevent loot box 
purchase with real-world money (2.4%). 

But easily circumvented with a VPN and many players obviously do so, 
otherwise these two games cannot be so high-grossing. 

Removal of games from national stores also does not work: easily able to 
change country to download from a different country’s store (Diablo).



Was Belgium’s 🇧🇪 ban successful?

The Belgian Gaming Commission gave consumers (including children and 
parents) the false impression that players are safe from loot boxes because it 
has been ‘banned,’ but these products are still widely available. 

Arguably worse than doing nothing at all because consumers might have 
been lulled into a false sense of security (e.g., a parent deciding not to 
educate their child about loot boxes).



The takeaways from this failure

Regulating loot boxes is practically difficult 

Regulators are faced with attempting to somehow regulate app stores with 1,000,000+ 
games (in addition to frequent updates to those games) 

Can platform regulation help? Shift the burden onto Apple/Google to enforce the ban? 

Is another country’s gambling regulator (somehow) going to be significantly better at 
enforcing the law than the Belgian Gaming Commission? (Both in terms of proactivity with 
taking action and getting it done cheaply.) 

Perhaps we need a more realistic and honest goal: if complete elimination if not possible, 
try removing loot boxes from the 500 highest-grossing games. 

We know that spending is highly concentred in the most popular games.



Probability Disclosures



UK 🇬🇧 (and the Nordic Countries et al.): 
Industry self-regulation?

China is the only country to require probability disclosure as law. 

However, the same measure has been adopted as industry self-regulation in 
almost every other country:  

For example, Apple requires all iPhone games to disclose loot box 
probabilities internationally.



China 🇨🇳 vs UK 🇬🇧: 
Law vs Industry self-regulation

In 2020, we found the Chinese 🇨🇳 disclosure rate was 95.6%. 

In 2021, we found the UK 🇬🇧 disclosure rate was only 64.0%. 

Self-regulation must be treated with a degree of scepticism.



Good disclosures



Suboptimal disclosures

Tapping the dice button does not work; must instead PRESS and HOLD the button.



Inaccurate disclosures



Insufficient disclosures



Overly complex disclosures



😵💫



A Further Study

We asked 879 video game players living in China whether they have seen 
probability disclosures in games they play: https://doi.org/10.1007/
s10899-022-10148-0. 

Of 428 participants who self-reported having purchased loot boxes in the 
past 12 months, 362 reported having seen probability disclosures (84.6%). 

Most loot box purchasers have in fact seen disclosures despite them being 
implemented through suboptimal methods.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10899-022-10148-0
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10899-022-10148-0


Did disclosures reduce spending?

We then asked whether players bought fewer loot boxes and spent less money after 
seeing probability disclosures. 

Of 362 loot box purchasers who saw probability disclosures,  

262 participants (72.4%) reported that their loot box purchasing behaviour has 
not been affected by probability disclosures; 

70 participants (19.3%) reported buying fewer loot boxes and spending less; and  

30 participants (8.3%) reported buying more loot boxes.



ESRB’s and PEGI’s self-regulation

“… many game consumers and enthusiasts 
(not necessarily parents) [asked] the ESRB to 
include additional information to identify 
games that include randomized purchases.” 

“The In-Game Purchases (Includes Random 
Items) Interactive Element was developed in 
response to those requests.” 

“By including more specificity about the 
randomized nature of the in-game purchases, 
consumers can make more informed 
decisions when purchasing or downloading a 
game, instead of finding out after the fact.”

© ESRB

© PEGI



Where can you find this?

Physical games: 

1. on the packaging (probably on the back); & 

2. through the search tool: https://pegi.info/.

© PEGI & Electronic Arts

https://pegi.info/


© ESRB

© PEGI



© ESRB

© PEGI

😓



Study 1: Final Results

31 games total: 

26 games were duly labelled by both but 

5 games were missing the label from one of either organisation. 

Consistency rate of 83.9% 

Lower than the preregistered satisfactory consistency rate of 95%. 

Don’t know how many games (if any) were missing the label from both.



PEGI enforcement actions

Following my study, PEGI fined two companies €5,000 each for failing to 
disclose loot box presence during the rating process. 

Diablo Immortal, one of the games fined, made over US$300 million by 
Nov 2022, so the fine was 0.0018% of the earnings up to that point only. 🙂



IARC on the Google Play Store

© Google, FunPlus International AG, ESRB, PEGI, IARC



IARC on the Google Play Store

© Google, FunPlus International AG, ESRB, PEGI, IARC

🇺🇸 
US Store:  

ESRB Rating

🇩🇰 
Danish Store:  
PEGI Rating



IARC on the Google Play Store

71 of 100 popular games containing loot boxes did not attach the label. 

ESRB: “Google Play didn’t update to the IARC version with IGPR until 
February 2022.”

🙄
77 of 84 games that I suggested for labelling have since been labelled.



IARC on the Google Play Store

PEGI’s official response: 

Sheer volume of content on the Google Play Store described as a 
‘challenge.’ No solution proposed. 

‘we don’t have these issues with other storefronts.’ 

 🤔



IARC on other stores

Storefront Number of available games Number of labelled games Compliance rate

Epic Games Store 14 1 7.1% 🤡

Microsoft Store for 
Windows and Xbox 55 49 89.1%

Nintendo eShop 24 13 54.2%

PlayStation Store 37 26 70.3%



Industry self-regulation = meh…

Consumers cannot trust either industry self-regulatory (i) probability 
disclosures or (ii) loot box presence warnings. 

Industry self-regulation must not be assumed to ‘work’ effectively. 

We need to critically think about and plan to assess the efficacy of industry 
promises, given the conflicts of interest. 

‘We’ = researchers, policymakers, regulators, and non-industry stakeholders



Proposed laws around the world

Spain 🇪🇸 is proposing to regulate loot boxes that have rewards with ‘economic value’  (i.e., 
can be cashed-out) with an ad hoc regime that is separate from its gambling law regime. 

Proposed required measures include: mandatory age verification, pre-commitment 
spending limit-setting, probability disclosures, etc. 

Finland 🇫🇮 is considering changing the definition of ‘lotteries’ to cover all paid loot boxes 
(but this would actually be useless due to a technical legal issue on ‘jurisdiction’ due to 
Finnish criminal law). (Brazil 🇧🇷 is considering a similar bill.) 

Austria’s 🇦🇹 court finally enforced gambling law against illegal loot boxes that can be 
cashed-out. (Will other countries with largely identical gambling laws be following suit?) 

The US State of Illinois 🇺🇸 considered requiring a loot box warning label. (Bill is dead… 💀)



Other gambling-like products and 
crypto gambling

A lot of other gambling-like products are exactly like loot boxes (at least legally 
speaking): e.g., card packs, mystery/blind boxes, gachapon, etc. 

We should do more research on those and ‘gamblification’ in general: are 
those other gambling-like products actually different from loot boxes? Less 
harmful perhaps justifies less/non-regulation. 

Crypto gambling poses compounded risks: 

Crypto gambling providers do even worse than online gambling providers in 
terms of providing consumer protection features. 

Mere ownership of cryptocurrency is risky and arguably gambling-like. 📈📉 



Thanks for listening! Questions?
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